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Wooster, Ohio, Friday, September 27, 1968

Demonstrators
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Lose Federal Aid?

i

EPC Encourages Revamping;

r

Seeks Student Participants

f

Wooster receives
government monies in the form of
National Defense Loans, Economic
Opportunity Grants and the Work-Stud- y
program, totaling nearly
8160,000. At least 20 percent of
the students here are involved in
one of these three areas.
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WASHINGTON (CPS)
Confusion shrouds the intent
of the compromise anti-rio- t
provision in the 1968 Higher

Education bill that could delay federal financial aid to
campus demonstrators, but opposition is already mounting
because of the threat to academic freedom and the possibility of subjecting students to
"triple jeopardy."
Officials of education groups
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by John Zeh

by Dick Vodra
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Trevor Sharp's speech last Monday presented the outline of the SGA's goals in revising the social climate on campus. Through student participation on the Campus Council,
we will have a major voice in the decisions concerning drinking, social rules, and regulations of activities at Wooster.
But more basic changes are being called for, changes in types
of courses offered, the requirements for graduation, the calendar used on campus, the grading system, and perhaps even
the organizational structure of the college.
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up-dat-

suggested expanding the German
Summer
School program in areas of
Department's Vienna
history, music, art and interdepartmental studies in a report
to the report to the open Faculty meeting Monday. Faculty
and an estimated 80 students also heard reports on the freshman class, the College indebtedness and a short discussion
of the SCOT'S KEY statement on demonstrations.
SCHREIBER

who had opposed earlier
amendments that would have
automatically denied assistance are uncertain what the
preliminary version means.
.

Paternalism Questioned

Campus Conference

In

they are quick to voice
opposition to the general principle Editors Note: Opinions, proposals,
of federal interference in a uni and suggestions drafted at the
versity's internal affairs.
Campus Conference, held here SepSome feel that withholding of tember 3 to 5, total 31 pages of
loans and grants is unfair punish typed text dealing with all aspects
ment, a third threat to a demon of the College. In a three part serstrator who already could face ies starting today, VOICE will
statepossible court action and school summarize this
ment, to be available in its entirety
discipline.
in the President's office October 1.
John F. Morse, director of the Topics of discussion fell into three
Commission on Federal Relations major groupings, each to be preof the American Council on Edu sented separately-- - the College as
cation, repeated an earlier ACE an institution; social life of the
statement to this effect.
College; and academic life of the
College.
"Efforts by Congress, however
SOCIAL LIFE
PART ONE
understandable on the temper of
OF THE COLLEGE
the times, to establish still a third
issues discusand additional system of sanctions
sed among students, faculty, trusand penalties can only serve to
tees and administration at the
confuse the orderly application of
Conference centered
procedures," the state- Campus
around the College's articulated
ment said.
concern for the total life of the
student.
Rep. William F. Ryan
"A private college has not only
who tried unsuccessfully to kill
anti-riobut a responsibility to set
right
this
a
amendments
summer,
t
said he is still opposed to allowing goals and standards in all areas
a school to "punish students by of student life." (from In Perspecwithholding financial assistance." tive, The Scot's Key, 1968-68- ,
p. 4)
He also said he doesn't feel "ConInterpretations of this statement
gress should deal in this manner by the small discussion groups
But

Out-of-classroo-

over-protectivene-

Thus the bluff of a long series
of "Student governments has been
called. We have complained of impotence for years. Now we are
given an opportunity to participate
fully in change, an opportunity to
decide what we really want out of
four years here, and to go about

m
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Our response to this is the establishment of a series of independent committees to make studies and
recommendations in all areas of
educational policy. There will be
eight of these committees, each
chaired by a member of the Educational Affairs Committee. They will
have only two obligations: to arrive at some sort of recommendation in their area (even if it is
not to change) , and to be open to
the suggestions and participation
of all interested students.
Next Monday, each student will
be given an application form for
work on these committees. The
committees will operate all year,
and the amount of work each will
take is up to the individuals involved. We hope that all students
will either be members of these
committees or will make their
opinions known to the members.
Only in this way will we be able
to represent student opinion on
EPC, and if we cannot do that,
we shouldn't be there.
The first five committees will
deal with the curricular reforms
now under consideration, and will
report directly to the EPC. The
others will be concerned with other
areas of educational policy, and
will report to the SGA, to the personnel deans, or to other groups
(Continued on Page 5)

Xey Clarifies Dissent,-.- Drags
-

by Linda Taylor

d

(D.-N.Y.-
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ranged from simply "paternalism,"
to "stifling," to the opposite reaction that "such concern has been
getting it.
and should continue to be manifested."
The SGA's Educational Affairs
A feeling of
Committee believes that we must
was felt by one entire group, which actively seek out student ideas if
agreed unanimously "institutional this experiment is to work. We
paternalism has inhibited the de- must end elitist student government
velopment of mature student re- at Wooster, with its philosophy
sponsibility at the College of Woos- that only the "elect" matter and
ter."
are consulted. Especially in someAnd a second group agreed the thing as important as the academic
College "has set up a controlled system of the college, all students
environment, which for a large have to be given a voice and a
number of students, is stifling."
chance for participation in the revision process.
(Continued on Page 3)

full-lengt- h

time-teste-

The new administration has de--1
cided that now we must completely
e
the curriculum of the college, a task that has not been done
since the addition of I.S. in the
The Faculty Educational Policy Committee, the group
which will make recommendations
for change, has decided that it is
time students were given a formal
voice in their own education: last
Monday afternoon, two students,
Bonnie Enke and myself, began
meeting as "participating members with the EPC.

mid-1940'-

DR. WILLIAM

Number 2

fAy

college sianaaras on me nouncement of a new policy or
use of drugs and student de- regulation but only an attempt to
clarify what for many years has
monstrations appear for the been the position here." The letter

),

first time in the newly revised was based on a similar statement
student handbook, The Scot's of policy of Harvard University.
Faculty and students have alKey, 1968-69- .

ready raised questions regarding
Formerly known as The Works, interpretation of the Wooster
the new Scot's Key represents a statement, which reads: "The Cole
effort to re- lege will not tolerate infringement
evaluate and update College policy of the right of movement, assembly
on both existing and potential and free discussion no matter what
problems on the changing Wooster morality may be invoked in supcampus.
port of such infringement."
Any student activity considered
The College's policy statement
"disruptive of the normal opera- Demonstrations and the Right of
Dissent reinforces the necessity ot
free expression in an academic
rvf tnia ctatf.
rnmmnnitv
mpnf riarifi
,.
which students haye
few
tioned oyer the
ticularly last December at the Ume
of imprisonment and trial of four
Wooster students and ensuing de
monstrations on their behalf.

student-administrativ-

Campus Mews totes
Films this weekend:

"Antigone," Mateer Hall, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday "On the Waterfront," outdoors in Quinby Quad,
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. (Scot Auditorium if it rains.)
.

if-in-

The Wooster Student Aid Fund invites all interested students
to its first meeting of the year, to be held in Kauke
at
Wednesday, Oct. 2. The Fund is a student organization, with
faculty advisors, wnose purpose is io .earn aooui ana invesi in
me stock murnei ior prom, u you nuve uny ifweauuna, iwinun
John Shryock, Extension 509.
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tion of the College" will lead to
action by designated College of- ficials.

n

An office for International Student Affairs has been opened
A ioint
under the direction of Prof. James Norton, Dept. of Religion.
Students interested in information on foreign study programs are committee, appointed by then actencouraged to see Norton for advice and to contact Wooster ing President Drushal excerpted
this new statement from Drusnal's
students with foreign study experience.

A

student-administratio- n

r

,

open letter to students,

Tryouts for the Parents' Day play, Arthur Miller's "All My
Sons," will be held next Monday at 3:00 and 7:00 p.m. and
Tuesday at 4:00 and 7:00 p.m. in the Wishart TV studios. The
drama, concerned with war profiteering, includes four female
roles and five male roles, and will be directed by Dr. Schutz.

Smoke Signals

.

Friday

Feb.

1.

Concerned with the principles behind the administration's attitude
on individual liberty and campus
rights, the President's letter stated:
"Certainly it is in no sense a pro

Floyd Lawrence expressed qualified agreement with the statement
at an open faculty meeting, Monday, Sept. 23. But Lawrence questioned the interpretation and significance of the sentence on "infringement" and "morality", and
a second sentence on "designated
college officials." Lawrence also
questioned the lack of definitive
penalties for this standard which
appear for other standards in the
section.

Peaceful Picket
Drawings by Sue Leach

"The statement is as much of
a statement as anyone would wish
to make at this time," responded
(Continued on Page 2)
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THE SKY IS GRAY .

Friday, September 27, 1968
MORE ON

. .

Dissent and Drugs

A press service photo of this summer's French
test in
the South Pacific carried a descriptive caption identifying the smoke
mushroom cloud." Even the most complex
as a
phenomena of our age will, apparently, "blow up" in a traditional
or predictable way.
H-bo-

"neo-classic-

mb

(Continued from Page 1)

al

cloud hanging over many colleges at this time
The
billows out of the discrepancy between rapidly increasing intellectual
classroom freedom and' the sluggish progress toward student social
responsibility.
neo-classic- al

The conflict is depicted as a social
between the forces
of unrestrained personal anarchy on the student side and the forces
of in loco parentis and totalitarianism backing the administration.
This picture is greatly distorted as evidenced by a student affinity for
bureaucracy, perhaps subconsciously, in student governments and
by increasing administrative emphasis on counseling.
tug-of-w- ar

d

The relevent question for Wooster remains, whether the College's stated concern for the total person is responsibly reflected
by its approach and attitude to the exercise of social freedoms by its
students?

UM(
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As Richard Poirier, Professor of English, Rutgers, asks in his
"This won't come easy, but I think your friend has athlete's
article, The War Against the Young, in the coming October issue
mouth."
of THE ATLANTIC, "Is it youth or is it the economic and sexual
design of adult society that is being served by what Erik Erikson
calls the 'moratorium', the period when people under twenty-on- e
are 'allowed' to discover their identities without at the same time
having to assume adult responsibilities?" I do not feel Woo students,
under or over twenty-one- ,
are served by such, a period, while such
A CANDY BAR
If a person is serious about oba period aptly summarizes our experience here.
taining
a liberal arts education, he
To the Editor:
I have for a long time held cannot escape the conclusion that
The curricular introduction of, and student initiative in 399
foremost among its goals stands
courses, and Cultural Area, Indian and Urban Area Studies De- the personal belief that education development of
the individual's
implies this: learning to accept
partments are an encouraging sign of willingness to revise.
and use wisely both the freedoms ability to think. And for good

tetters

The review and restructuring of THE WORKS, now called THE
SCOT'S KEY, with student consultation and renewed emphasis
on counseling as an administrative responsibility, and the introduction of Senior Responsibility in the area of women's hours are a sign
of constructive review in the direction of revision. But, as is all too
often true, the areas of excellence continue to progress faster than
the areas in greater need of improvement.
M.J.

To The

and responsibilities offered by
adulthood. There must certainly
be many ways of learning, from
books to physical labor, and I
doubt if any one way can teach
everything.
Since I came here three years
ago, some people have decided that
the traditional concerns with secAND CLOUDY tions, girls' clubs and trips to the
.
Shack or Florida were not the conQuestions have arisen more than once this week concerning the cerns that led to maturity, and
addition to the section on Standards of Conduct of the KEY concern- that they wanted more than one
ing Demonstrations and the Right of Dissent. As rules go in the KEY kind of learning. But this created
it is one of the more justifiable and relevent pronouncements. The some discontent with a more conidea seems irrelevent to the sedate and single mindedness of the Col- servative element of our commun-ity- .
lege of Wooster until we look back at the Draft Board incident and
th6 March on Washington delegates of last year; demonstrations do
Most recently this conservative
exist in the college community.
view has been expressed in the
But two sentences of the statement in particular are unjustifiably Convocation address of President
vague and questionable. The sentence which reads "The College will Drushal, who held that: liberal
not tolerate infringement of the right of movement, assembly, and education is a beautiful communal
free discussion no matter what morality may be involved in the sup- experience which is in the future
to take place only on campus,
port of such infringement," is admittedly philosophical. It is a moral
especially
within the walls of the
in
statement
itself, giving evaluative priority, for the sake of opera-tiy- e
Lowry Center, as a continuous
efficiency, to free speech, assembly and movement.
groove session. This is objectionThe issue of priority is significant.
able only in that it leaves no place
for learning the use of freedom or
There is little value to a moral decision which cannot find a responsibility.
physical expression, and the statement itself reserves the right of
Thus we have a choice: are the
all such expression to the individual involved. In substance, however,
walls of the union to be used to
it says that when such an action conflicts with the priorities here
limit our learning to an intellectual
stated the persons causing the conflict should be prepared for disor are those
ciplinary conflict as well. It is one more de facto situation rule and
walls going to enclose an important
simply must be a factor in each individual's moral decision.
facility of many kinds of real learnThis leads to the second problem. The quality of consequences' ing? If we have decided to have
is not at all clear. The last sentence of the statement reads: "When real education, then neither unions
the action of a student or group of students is judged by designated nor conservative administrations
College officials as disruptive of the normal operation of the of the (sic) will stop us.
A faculty friend suggested that
College, such officials are authorized to act immediately without
the building is a candy bar, used
recourse to further procedures."
by frustrated parents to quiet a
It could be assumed that "designated officials" means deans but nois child.
Whether or not it is
in the "In Perspective" portion of the KEY, trustees, administration true that
Galpin has deliberately
and faculty are spoken of as "designated and responsible bodies" with thrown us a
monstrous, gooey
the "authority and obligation to determine the nature and character chocolate
bar is not my concern.
of this educational enterprize."
I ask what choice the student body
The campus police and dormitory residents are an extension will make, now that we can preof the office of the deans, what kind of authority would they have occupy ourselves with luxury. Do
in an "infringement situation?" How well defined is the role of the we want our education, or do we
city policeman, pressured by a conservative community not to let want chocolate?
things get out of hand, in the instance of a campus oriented demonERIC WOLF
stration which might at the same time involve
e
participants?
.

..

It could be assumed that any action taken under the emotional
tension of a demonstration would necessarily be reviewed before any
final disciplinary decision would be made, but this is not stated.
The 1968 Higher Education Bill presently under consideration
by Congress would reserve to the college the right of withdrawing
Government funded student aid programs from students participating
in riots. (See article on this bill page 1.) Nearly 20 percent of the
Wooster student body could be affected by this decision.
A statement of penalty ranges is necessary. The argument that
there are too many variables is no more and no less valid for this
statement than for those concerning alcohol, gambling or sexual conduct for which there are penalty statements.

The last paragraph of this statement should therefore be re
written to clarify who is meant by designated officials, to assure
immediate review of any demonstration scene action by those officials,
and what the possible range of penalties might include.
M. J.

Editor

(Continued on Page 6)

laws.

In a minor format change, the
Scot's Key has separated the sections on standards and general information from the calendar section. The standards emphasize the
"various forms of counseling
available" for standard violators.

Fat Filing Cabinets
Oh yes, the Campus Conference. Held early in September,
last year.
Communication? Oh, sure. Even had the trustees there, along
with faculty, administration and some students. Lots of "open
doors." Really got a lot of thorough discussing crammed into those
few days. Everything came under fire IS, black student recruitment, student responsibility for determining social policy. The
whole bit.
Yes, they wrote them all down. Long list. It's in my file cabinet
here somewhere. A lot of good ideas in that statement, a real good
start.
Done anything with them? Sure. Faculty committees have been
talking about them for months. Trustees read them over. President
even said there'd be no limits to the directions and dimensions in
which the College could grow because of these ideas.
Oh no, there's no greater percentage of Negroes here now. Yes,
I.S. is still the same. That's a good program; been here for years.
The Campus Council idea got off the ground. It managed to
change a couple of social rules. Sections are permitted two
functions
each year now. You know, that kind of thing.
co-e- d

off-camp-

us

.

And on, and on, and on . . .
Why not? There's been talk before about review and revision
of social and academic standards at the College. And implementation
of suggested changes has, then, gotten bogged down in procedural
details and discussion.
But Wooster's recent Campus Conference is significantly different
from previous attempts at reappraisal of the College.
Most important, the suggestions and proposals that finally
emerged this week from the Conference were discussed and articulated
jointly by students, faculty, administration and trustees. None of
these sectors may claim "formulation without representation."
The statements are concrete, offering specific suggestions in
many instances and when not, at least delineating the desired framework in which the College ought to operate.
So a lot of doors were opened. But if a foot doesn't get stuck
in somewhere, the doors may slam in our faces.
Immediate implementation of the Campus Council recommendation (see page 3) is a necessary door-stoand would be a most
significant first step to making one important suggestion a reality.
Here the communication started at the Conference between all sectors
of the Cojlege will continue to flow. And the Council can become
the most important instrument for change listed in the master statements, at least in the College's life beyond the classroom.
If the new atmosphere of optimism, supposedly generated by
the Conference and articulated by Trevor Sharp last week and Jon
Thomas in Chapel on Tuesday, is to be more than just a short-liveblinding glare, the Conference statements must get immediate attention,
from all the sectors involved in their making. Not in a few months,
THE ABSENCE OF BEER
or next semester, but this week.
To the Editor:
Certainly talk must continue. But if it ends with a file drawer
With most everybody now made fatter by some dead suggestions, Wooster must chalk-uthe
caught up in the initial frenzy of Conference as another misadventure in education.
J. S.
a new year, hopefully we students
will deliberately pause, to establish
or reaffirm our purposes for being
at the College of Wooster. HopePublished weekly during the academic year except holidays and examinafully, the difficult demands and tion periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in
problems of the latter 20th century, editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed
and the very substantial resources, as representing administration policy.
This
welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corresboth of time and money, being in- pondence newspaper
to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
vested in our education, will inMember of United States Student Press Association and Ohio Newspaper
spire us to some greater attain- Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Oflice, Wooster, Ohio.
ment than simply an eventual de- Subscription rate: $5 per year.
gree or avoidance of one's draft
MARK JOHNSON, Editor
notice.
ROSEMARY MENNINGER
Associate Editors
pseudo-educatio-

non-colleg-

Drushal. James Hodges questioned
the procedures to be followed in
cases involving the demonstrations
standard.
Drushal answered, "I don't
know how you can say how you'd
react to any given situation. We
simply don't do that . . . The
variety of circumstances is so great
that the procedure would have to
be adapted at the time."
The new two-folpolicy on
drugs emphasizes the availibility
of the Personnel Deans and the
Student Health Service for the information and guidance concerning drugs.
The standard clearly states the
College condemns the use and distribution of narcotics for reasons
of its illegality and its harmfulness
to the health of the user. The
College will not interfere with the
legal prosecution of any members
of the College community who violate state and federal narcotics
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JOSH STROUP

Friday, September 27, 1968
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Page Three

Ruisard Questions Tactics of Radicalism
After Chicago Gassing and Billy Clubs
Chicago has begun to return
to normal after the excitement
of the Convention. Hippies,
delegates, and national guardsmen have returned home; the

streets, hotels, and parks are
litter-free- ;
newsmen are looking elsewhere for headlines;
and the police have gone back
to writing traffic tickets.

only partially successful due to the
tact that the police force soon began confiscating the medical supplies. The second time my supplies were taken, I questioned the
move. The water jug was a Molo-toy- e
cocktail, Physohex (soap) was
acid, bandages and gauze were
ropes and gas masks. Our friendly
debate ended with a private showing of the wonders of a night stick.
Thursday dawned bright and
clear with the promise of more
violence hanging in the air. Daley
had been booed by the delegates,
Humphrey had been nominated,
and the crowds in Gran! Park were
swelling. The crowd seemed remarkably respectful to me. For
example, only one speaker, a radical SDSer, was booed for making
a delegate (Endicott Peabody)
wait in line to talk.

Many of us who were involved
in the events of the convention
week are becoming increasingly
disturbed by the drippings of
whitewash that have begun to
cleanse Mayor Daley and the philosophy he represents. In our efforts
to wash the whitewash, we are writing letters to the people we know
to try to share our personal experiences with them in the hope that
they can make a more reasonable
Marches Begin
evaluation of the
Thursday night the "marches"
activities that took place outbegan. Few would doubt the right
side of the amphitheater.
of the delegates to go to the amphitheater. Several would say that
Personal View
they should not have attempted to
I will be the first to admit that
walk there without a parade permy last remnants of objectivity dismit. The question of parade perappeared as my first black and
mits was a touchy subject throughblue welts appeared just as the
out the convention since the "depolice were hard-pu- t
to be objective after hearing curses and cries monstrators" had been requesting
the permission for six months and
of "fascist pig" all day long. Bear
had been continually ignored.
in mind that I'm only relating
When
the Wisconsin delegation
what I saw and felt, there were
began its march to the amphiothers who saw things differently.
theater, it was turned back "peacefully" with threats of violence and
arrests.
ZEITGEIST THIS WEEKEND
extra-convention-

al

Friday: Malcolm Harriman
and Chris Young sing the
Blues, 9:45 and 10:45.
Saturday: Poetry Reading
by Bob Kaven and Malcolm
Harriman, 9:45 and 10:45.
I'll begin my account on Wednesday evening on the corner of
Michigan and Balbo by the Conrad
Hilton hotel. The police report that
the outbreak of violence occurred
when the "hippies" began to rush
the thin police lines. You may
haye wondered why the police lines
were so thin at that particular time
since before that they had been
men deep. From the 15th floor
of the Hilton the explanation was
apparent. Moments before the
"rush" against police lines, the rest
of the troops were deployed elsewhere: several lines of officers
were making a "clear the streets
sweep" down Michigan Ave.; the
rest had retired to the back side
of Grant Park where they formed
another line and began pushing the
demonstrators into the street that
the other police were attempting to
clear.
3-- 4

Tear Gas and Billy Clubs
The result of this "charge" by
the demonstrators was the massive
use of tear gas and billy clubs
from both police lines. Ten minutes
later I was a "medic" and the 15th
floor of the Hilton and the McCarthy store front headquarters a
hospiblock away were make-shitals. Both were full within the
hour. One' girl said later that she
had felt as if she'd been at a soccer game in South America.
As the evening progressed, the
only incident was the appearance
of six cops in the first aid center.
The hotel's manager demanded a
search warrant when he learned
that the police had come to take
the wounded demonstrators to jail.
The. police solved thi problem by
simply not allowing anyone else
into the Hilton unless they had
a room key or a security pass. In
my situation, this meant that I
could go in and out of the first aid
center but could not take an injured person with me. The medics
therefore took their supplies with
them onto the streets. This was
ft

Barbed Wire Snow Plow
Later, however, a second march,
led by Dick Gregory and delegates
from all over the US was also
asked to turn back.' This time the
delegates refused and all were arrested. When the delegates were
in the paddywagons, the troops
closed their ranks and ordered the
3000 other marchers to "disperse."
When the marchers also refused,
"snow-plowsjeeps with barbed-wir- e
"
were headed into the
crowd. As the first canisters of
tear-ga- s
exploded, demonstration
marshals requested that none run.
Surprisingly enough, few did at
that point. I don't know how many
of you have ever been heavily
gassed those that have been realize that it is really hard to resist
the urge to run. That night the
gassing was so heavy that the
sparks from the canisters burned
my legs and many others.
Crowd Panics
Rows of people joined arms
as much to keep from running and
to guide those who could no longer
see as for a means of feeling not
quite so alone and helpless. After
six blocks of walking ahead of the
troops, another line of barbed-wir- e
jeeps appeared in front of the
marchers and began teargassing
from both directions. (One girl
was hit in the face with a canister
and was permanently blinded.)
Only at that point did the crowd
begin to panic and run. Those who
ran in the wrong direction were
billy clubbed or herded by the
jeeps. I saw three people caught
between a wall and the barbed
jeeps the jeeps did not slow down
to let them get out. I saw one person with a rock in his hand and
he passed out from the gas before
he could throw it.
"Officers of the Law"
On our way back to the first
aid center to get more supplies,
six medics were shoved into an
alley by "officers of the law" in
gas masks minus name plates and
badges. For our concern for the
"dirty commies", we were treated
with another display of the remarkable agility of Chicago police
when they have clubs in their
hands.

J!

V

After the march, mass activity
was temporarily halted by the arrival of the remaining delegates

from the convention. (The comparison between the well-feshaved, and showered delegates
returning to their hotels for a few
nightcaps and the dusty,
d
demonstrators whose faces
were red and swollen from tear-ga- s
was unimaginable.) Throughout the night, people in various
conditions went through our first
aid center telling of individual encounters with the police. (Many of
you know Brian Dunlap he now
has seven stitches in his head.)
d,
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Glass or Paper?
Apparently, the police were also
concerned about the "rabble rous- ers" in our storefront first aid cen-- '
ter behind the Hilton because at
3 :00 a.m. they came by and gassed it by shooting canisters in the
windows and up the stairs and
arrested the fellow (for loiterinsr)
who was posted outside to keep
anyone but medics and injured
from going in. Two hours later,
the police raided the 15th floor of
the Hilton (McCarthy headquarters) saying that our staff members had been throwing coke
bottles and beer cans out the windows. (Just as a sideline our coke
dispenser held paper cups and the
money we were going to use to
buy beer had gone into the medical-legal
aid fund.) It is interesting to note that in retribution for
supposedly throwing things from
the windows, staff members were
dragged out of bed and beaten,
but not arrested.
I can't express the emotional
impact of a presidential nominating convention that radicalized
hundreds of people to the point
where the "left wing" and the
"right wing" are almost indiscern-abl- e
in tactics, if not beliefs. I
could go on with more things I
saw and innumerable things I
heard about, but I really have
only one other thing to say. Unless you are willing to see yourselves, your friends, and your communities go through what many
have in the past week, keep your
cool. Do what you can to dissuade
both ends of backlash. Each person
who keeps from yelling "dirty commie" at every kid with long hair
and each kid who keeps from yelling "fascist pig" at every member
of the establishment should save
one pint of blood from someone
else's skull. Sure, both may be true
in many instances, but think first
about whether it's worth it. We
all have the right to risk our own
skulls for a cause, but none of us
has the right to force someone else
to have to risk his.
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As these workers climb ladders to repair
the Chapel, calendars in Galpin show that in a few months
the building will be razed to the fate of Hoover Cottage.
Architect for the new chapel, Victor Christ-Jane- r,
visited
the campus last week and plans to return in November to
gain more impressions from the college community of what
is wanted for the new building.
MORE ON

Paternalism Questioned
(Continued from Page 1)

In response to this College attitude, often labelled the "in loco
parentis" syndrome of the College,
proposals were voiced suggesting
of social
student
self-determinati-

on

policies.

'The development

of regulations
social
life,
student
and their
on
enforcement, should be the total
responsibility of the students themselves."

"We believe that if rules are
to be respected," the same statement continued, "they must repre-

the classroom."
One proposed council would be
given authority over allocation of
student activity fee and also over
social rules, all actions subject to
the veto of the President of the
College.
The council would consist of
students, faculty and administration at a ratio of 2:1:1. An alternate suggestion, by a fourth group,
envisioned a council with five each
of administrators, faculty and students.

"The rationale for student par-

sent the concensus of the great
ticipation in making the rules
majority of the people to whom which
govern his social life is that
they apply."
student maturity would thereby be
A third group suggested three-yea- r encouraged," the group stated.
review and revision of rules
Admitting to be somewhat anxion
matters by the ous about such a degree of legisstudents, with the added under- lative responsibility, students in
standing "that any such reviews one group nevertheless felt "our
are undertaken in the context of students could rise to the chalWooster's committment."
lenge, and that even the mistakes
Establishment of a Campus they would surely make would be
Council, or Community Council, at least their own mistakes, and
was recommended as the best would add, therefore, to their total
method for regulating life "beyond educational experience."
non-academ-

ic

Barbara Ruisard
Class of '68
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by Paul Meyer
"It used to be just promises. Now it's here."

.

The "it" to which Director of Athletics Bob Bruce was referring
is the new Physical Education Center that was for five long years
merely in the works and is now on the campus or at least half of

it is.
The present structure has been termed Phase I. This winter it
will house the basketball and wrestling teams. The second half, which
is still on the drawing board, has been termed, logically enough, Phase
e
II. This part will contain a new swimming pool, a
gymnasium, service court, staff offices and classrooms.
When asked when the second half would be completed,
or even started, Director of Development William Neely answered,
"I haven't the slightest idea. We could start tomorrow if we had
the money. The working drawings are all done, as are the ex-- i
cavations and the plumbing."
Neely said that about $1,500,000 is needed for construction
to begin on Phase II, while the debt incurred in the building of
multi-purpos-

Phase

!

!

j

is presently $527,000.
Approximately $1,600,000 was spent on Phase I.

A gift of
$750,000 from Timken got the ball rolling, and additional monies
came from a campaign that relied heavily on gifts from former Woos-te- r
athletic people.
Once the actual construction was begun, a sign was erected
bearing the words of the slogan that has been associated with the new
center. You may have noticed the large gold and black board with
"A Place to Bounce a Ball" written underneath. Though it can be
taken to mean that the gym is a place for recreation in general, it
can also be interpreted literally as a place to play basketball and
there will be plenty of roundball action this winter.
In addition to all the Scots' home games, the Northern Division of the Ohio Athletic Conference basketball tournament will
be played here in March. There is also the possibility of holding
high school tournaments in the new gym, though Bruce would
rather wait at least a year until the rest of the center can be com-

pleted.
Head basketball coach Al Van Wie, however, is very enthusiastic over the opportunity to have area high schoolers on
campus.
"What better way to have 4,000 people come here!" he exclaimed. "It's a tremendous facility, and it can't help but aid our
basketball recruiting. It used to be that we'd land basketball players
without them ever seeing our old gym. Now we don't have to hide
Severance. We can show off this place."
Van Wie thinks the new court will also help the Scots' won-los- t
record. "It's bound to make us a better,
basketball team,"
he said. "It'll help us on the road because we won't have to make
the adjustment from a short court to a long court. This new court
will keep us in better shape, too. Guys like (Tom) Dinger will also
improve because now they'll have more room to make individual
moves."
Followers of Wooster cage teams will be happy, surprised or
saddened (choose one) to learn that with the longer playing surface,
Van Wie, who has been a practicioner of the controlled game, has
decided to open up the Scot offense this year with more emphasis on
the fast break.
The wrestlers have new facilities, too. The grapplers' practice
room is padded all the way around with gray-gree- n
cushions,
which should cut down on injuries. The floor is covered by
ll,
all-aroun-

d,

wall-to-wa-

yellow and black pads.
Right off the practice room is a small cubbyhole that nobody
knew what to do with, so coach Phil Shipe has made it into his
office.
On the other side of the wrestling room there is a
weight room. Features of this area are the universal gym machine,
which has over $6,000 worth of weights and exercise bars on it, and
a row of Exer-geni- e
bars, which were installed by the head carpenter
the
college.
at
d

"It's too bad he can't patent it," said Bruce. "It's really very
well put up."
There are many other modern features about this new gymnasium
far too many to mention here. From the "floating" floor on the
basketball court that will help prevent shin splints to the dark green
faces on the clocks that will help prevent eyestrain, the new Physical
Education Center is a vast improvement over
old Severance.
Go bounce a ball in it sometime.
56-ye-

ar

r

Relays Next

by Tom Hilt
Tomorrow the Fighting Scots'
cross country team will be traveling to Hiram College for the Ohio
Conference Relays. Wooster coach
Bean is expecting anything to
Jim
f i
I
i
happen since it is still early in the
1;,
season. Last year, the Scots placed
j
seventh in the OAC Relays held
v
y
at Ohio Wesleyan.
i
The relays will consist of four
one-mil- e
runs alternated between
two teammates. In other words,
one runner will be resting while
the other is running, and each
SCOT TAILBACK Artie Wilson reaches for a pass from Tom
runner will have run four miles
25-1Boardman during last Saturday's
3
opening game loss
in
the end.
to Ashland. Closing in on Wilson is the Eagles' defensive
Ed Mikkelsen was the first Woosend Gary Kester (86).
ter harrier across the finish line in
last Saturday's quadrangular meet.
Mikkelsen had a time of 23:42 for
the four-mil- e
endurance run, which
was good for eighth place. Closely
behind Mikkelsen was Wooster's
Paul Reinhardt, who had a time of
by Dave Berkey
24:07 for a ninth place finish.
Fresh from a stunning performance at the University of West Other top finishers for the Scots
Virginia last Saturday, the nationally recognized Fighting Scot soccer were: Ray Day, 11th place, 24:34;
team goes against Grove City College in the home opener tomorrow Bob Borley, 13th, 24:43; Doug
at 2:00 p.m. New bleachers, which will seat around 600 for the Stoehr, 14th place, 24:49; Mark
game, will be up.
Zahniser, 20th place, 25:23; and
Wooster coach Bob Nye doesn't
Hugh Ruffing, 27th place, 26:25.
know too much about Grove City the Scots favor according to Nye.
Capital's Chris Chrislinger was
except that it is an aggressive, "It was a case of big school versus
the first across the finish line with
hard-hittin- g
team. In his estima- small school; the home team had
time of 21:55. Chrislinger was
a
the
advantage of the fans and the
tion, it is an outstanding independfollowed
closely by fellow teamfield, and Wooster had a long trip
ent team which compiled a 6-Dave
Lewis, who recorded a
mate,
Nye.
down,"
said
record last season in one of its
of
time
22:27. The first Ashland
The Scot defense had the
poorer years. "We hope to win,"
finish was Jeff Hlinka,
to
runner
West Virginians so frusNye said, because we re the betwho
registered
a time of 23:07 for
ter team. How much better, I don't trated that their star Nistorenko
picked up his shadow for the a third place showing. Taking fifth
know."
place was Ohio Wesleyan's first
The Scot hooters proved their day, Radju, and bodily threw
runner, John Shively, with a time
worthiness of national recognition him to the ground towards the
of 23:14.
last week as they tied the bigger end of the game. Nye was a
Final score of last Saturday's
school,
in Morgantown, W.Va. bit disappointed in the offense and
meet
was as follows: Capital, 39;
The university has averaged five he hopes for improvement tomorAshland, 42; Wooster, 55; and
goals a game in recent years and row against Grove City.
has
For those at Wooster who don't Ohio Wesleyan, 75.
Wally Nistorenko
on its squad, but Wooster s defense know the basics of soccer, here is
was, in coach Nye's words, "almost a brief summary: The game is
perfect" as it held the high scoring divided into four
quarWest Virginians scoreless for 85 ters and if necessary, two
Tomorrow's football game beminutes.
overtime periods. There
tween
the Scots and Swarthmore
Outstanding on defense for the are no time outs during the game,
Scots was halfback Pierre Radju but substitutions may be made will be broadcasted to Wooswhose job it was to cover Nistoren- when the ball crosses the end line. ter via radio. Air time, with
ko. Radju held him to seven shots, As in football, one team gets the Howie King doing the play-bypla-y,
is scheduled for 1:25 and
none of which found their mark. ball in the center of the field at
the
will start at 1:30.
game
Fullbacks Marv Krohn and Ric the start of the game. At halftime,
Martinez also helped form the the teams switch goals and the
The broadcast can be heard
Goalie
defense.
Scot
other
impregnable
team starts with the ball. on radio Wooster at 960 AM
Ted Caldwell was credited with
(Continued on Page 5)
and 104.5 FM, WWST.
eight saves and was seen breaking
up many a West Virginia attack.
The two teams fought to a scoreless tie in the first half, but with
4:30 gone in the third period, the
Wooster offense came to life with
the
Senior left wing
The Scot gridders, after drop- ern College Division All-Stteam.
Stu Miller crossed the ball in from ping the season opener to Ashland
the
Little Quakers scorThough
the left corner across the West Vir- by a 25-1count, are looking to ed 182 points in their eight games,
ginia goal and junior center. for- tomorrow's clash at Swarthmore in the defense surrendered
236, a per
ward Chuck Noth slammed it in hopes of picking up their first viccontest average of nearly 30. In the
for the score.
tory of the year.
final four games of the season
The defenses continued their
Swarthmore was especially generChances are they'll get it.
prevalence until 2:10 were left in
Swarthmore, which compiled a ous as it allowed 156 points. At the
the game, when the West Virginia
record in '67 with a team com- end of the year those freshmen and
left wing took a pass from his
posed mostly of freshmen and sophomores should have been getright wing in front of the Scot goal
ting better with experience not
and kicked the ball into the net. sophomores, returns 21 lettermen
that squad. However, the worse as that 40 point average inNo scoring occurred in the two from
Little Quakers lost their regular dicates.
overtime periods.
Against Ashland, the Scots deand punter, John
Coach Nye said the officials re- quarterback
monstrated that they could move
marked after the game that Woos- Summerton, and their top ends
through
graduation. This trio the ball and score. The Eagles' deter played the better game funda
fense with those two great linementally and made a fine showing helped Swarthmore to an average
of over 20 points a game last year. backers, Len Pettigrew and Tom
against the big university. PsychoLeading the list of returnees is Koehler, figures to be a mite
logically, the situation was not in
tougher than Swarthmore's. Wooscaptain Taylor Cope, a two-wa- y
performer at split end and defen- ter should be able to turn loose
sive back. Cope snagged 19 aerials runners like Artie Wilson (or mayfor over 500 yards and four touch- be Ed Thompson?), Tim Arndt
HELP WANTED
downs a year ago. He also earned and freshman Jeff Wise against the
Bartender at
a berth as a defensive back on the Little Quakers.
On the defensive side of the ledMiddle Atlantic Conference South- TOM AND JACK'S
ger, the Scots deserve recognition
LOUNGE
for a fairly good effort against
A Good Place to Eat
Healy and the Eagles. The talented
MUST BE 21 OR OVER
Tom and Jack's
quarterback threw only 11 times,
but connected on eight for 154
STEAKS
CHOPS
SEA FOOD
CALL
yards
and a touchdown in the
COCKTAILS
359 W. Liberty St.
Eagles' win. However, head coach
Woosttr, Ohio
264-626-
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"Toemen" Poisoning Mixed
For Grove City Onslaught

4

high-scorin- g

1-- 1,

All-Americ-
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22-minu-
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five-minu- te

Scots On Radio

Gridders Fall Prey to Eagles,

Go Against Quakers Tomorrow

tie-breake-
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Nadelin's Restaurant

3-- 5

and

Catering Service

five-minu- te

'CTD
The Place
for Dates

Three

1

Banquet Rooms

Open 24 Hours

Party and

Every Day

Food Supplies

Cider, Donuts, Hot Chocolate and Coffee
Special Discount on Food Supplies
with Food Orders
Punch Bowls, Dishes, Silver, etc.

Lounge

also
MEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE

FOR STUDENTS

4
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MORE ON

EPC Revamping

Federal Aid To Demonstrators

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

as well as EPC. The eight committees are:

such as GLCA and the National with people

Student Association, the summer
The Committee on Educational reading program, the tutorial
extracurricular activities
Innovation: dealing with experisuch
publications, and
music,
as
mental programs in the curriculum, such as the 399 concept, in- Children's Home, and Wooster stuterdepartmental studies and ma- dents studying abroad or elsewhere
in the United States.
jors, and an honors program.
The Committee on Freshman
Education: dealing with all aspects MORE ON
of first-yea- r
studies, from orientation (as an educational experience) to Lib Studies, intro courses,
(Continued from Page 4)
and the advisor program.
Lengyel remarked that, "Our
The Committee on Calendar and Jack
secondary did about as well as
Grading: The calendar system of
we had hoped they would. They'll
the college,
quarters, or
better each week, too. The missemesters) , upgraded fresh man get
takes we made were not a reflecyear, the pass-faprogram, the
tion on the ability of these kids,
honor code, and a student-schedulebut were rather just due to inexexam week.
perience."
The Committee on Required
Another positive sign was the
Programs: Independent Studies, perfect kicking of Dave Poetter,
distribution requirements for grad- who seemed to have picked up
uation, competancy exams, and so right where he left off last year.
on.
The talented sophomore booted two
The Committee on Faculty and field goals (25 and 37 yards) in
Departmental Affairs: evaluations two attempts and also added an
of individual teachers and courses extra
point, giving him 22 of 23
and entire departments (how best in his Wooster career.
this could be done) , faculty hiring
Summing up, then, Swarthmore
and tenure, scheduling problems, should not be so strong an opponrequirements for a major and ent as was Ashland, and the Scots
flexibility within departments, and should be a better team than last
interdepartmental majors and week, if for no other reason than
studies.
that they have a week's experience
The Committee on Minority and behind them. This is the first meetForeign Students: dealing with ing between Wooster and Swarthacademic problems faced by these more; the Scots should win handily
students, and with programs to
say by the margin of two or
help utilize the varying back three touchdowns.
grounds of Wooster students to improve the educational atmosphere MORE ON
here.
The Committee on Organizationii
ii
al Problems: dealing with relations
(Continued from Page 4)
between EAC (and to an extent,
There are 11 players on each
SGA) and the rest of the campus,
or in short, "student power." Some side. The right wing, center forparticular items will be the Cam- ward, and the left wing form the
rela- front attacking line with the inside
pus Council, student-trustee- s
tions, formalized grievance proce- left and inside right behind them.
dures for academic disputes, perm- The right halfback and left halfanent student representation on back form the front wall of defaculty committees, and methods fense with the right fullback, cenof improving student involvement ter halfback and left fullback behind them in front of the goalie.
in college procedures.
Players are not allowed to touch
The Committee on Extracurricular Programs: dealing with the re- the ball anywhere on their arms
lations between programs outside from the shoulders down. The
the normal curriculum and the rest goalie may touch it or catch it
of the academic experience. In- within the goal area, but must
cluded in this are Chapel and re drib.ble the ball every four steps
ligious activities,
organizations he takes with it.
pro-gra-

Gridders Fall

(4-1--

4,

il
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Toemen
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with whom it

FLOWER

dis-

Some 1.4 million students reagrees."
ceive about SI billion a year under
The denial of all scholarship the programs affected.
funds seems unfair to many who
The final reporting of the higher
have noted that while students sus- education bill was apparently depended from school rarely are layed because of disagreement

barred for longer than one year, among Congressional staff memthose denied federal funds are not bers over what their bosses had
for three years. agreed to disagreement that could
eligible to
Officers of the National Student cause more debate on the issue. It
Association are planning possible is possible that some legislators
legal tests should the provision be had second thoughts about what
appears to be leniency now that
adopted and other strategy.
Columbia students are again proAn official of the American Assotesting. Earlier amendments ofciation of University Professors
fered in the House called for man(AAUP) called such provisions
datory, automatic cut-of- f
of aid for
"unfortunate" and noted the "addstudents convicted of crimes dured complexity" in administering
ing demonstrations.
federal assistance.
If the conferees are called back
Herman Orentlicher, AAUP's
staff counsel, also said the pro- into session, further complications
vision could "tie a school's hands" might result if other aspects of the
in dealing with students. "A uni- higher education package were
versity wanting to take some action brought up again.
might not take any against protests
If the final report is offered
because the penalty is too severe without full approval of the consince the law seems to insist on ferees, it is likely that
strong
withdrawing aid from students speeches will be made on the floor.
judged to violate its standards," Time would be limited, but votes
he said.
could be explained with expresA spokesman for the National sions of Congressional intent.
Association of State Universities
Then the Office of Education and
and Land-Gran- t
Colleges reacted
individual schools would have to
by quoting an earlier statement
interpret the final act and those
saying "threats of fiscal sanctions expressions. More
confusion and
will not contribute to campus
more opposition is likely.
stability but will more likely encourage more of the protests we
want to end."

POWER

7ooster Floral

re-app- ly

U. S. Office of Education officials
will not issue a statement until the
final Congress report is ready.
Commissioner Harold Howe II
has said he opposes such interference with campus affairs because
they constitute a "threat to academic freedom."
mi

compromise
would deny federal financial assistance to students or employees
who are convicted of a crime
involving force, disruption, or
seizure of school property or who
violate a university rule if the in- stitution judged the offense to be

WELCOMES
ALL SCOTS

Prompt Repair on
Watches and Jewelry

WOOSTER'S FINEST JEWELRY
STORE AND
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Town
Cosmetics

Perfumes
for
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Men and Women
j
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j
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400 Palmer St., Wooster
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Closed Tuesdays

ORDER YOURS NOW!
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Open 'til 2 a.m.
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1583 MADISON AVENUE
PHONE

264-40- 1
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1
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Regatta Trophy
ads
for the college community at
of 20 cents per
a

VOICE will print classified

The Scot Sailing Club returned
this week from the Gargantuan
Regatta with a third place trophy.
Skippers Mike Bently and Mike
Byron placed behind the University of Michigan and Notre Dame.
Crewing for them in the races on
Lake Michigan were Laura Jordan,
Vern Zwoleff and Bill Calvin.

cost-pri-

printed line. Ads should be
submitted by Tuesday and
prepaid. Mail to Box 2975 or
deliver to office G 1 8 LC.
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PUBLIC SQUARE
OHIO 44691

WOOSTER,

U

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC SHOP
CAMERAS

and

RENTAL

NIKON

B&H

BOLEX

HASSELBLAD

KODAK

and

ROLLIEFLEX

OTHERS

DEPENDABLE, TOP QUALITY

PHOTO FINISHING OF ALL FILMS
PHONE

2 for
TWO

...
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WALTZ

WHEN

AND

REGULAR

YOU

DROP

YOUR

WALLET-SIZ-

BONUS

KODACOLOR

Produced for the successful
Democratic primary
campaign
against Frank Lausche, "Against
All Odds" portrays Gilligan in a
striking similarity to the Kennedys. He is young (47), athletic,
c
of
descent, and has
compiled an impressive record as
a Councilman and a member of
the U.S. House of Representatives.
Apparently Charles Gugenhiem
had this in mind as he dealt with
Gilligan's war record, his football
career at Notre Dame, and Gilligan's own remarks to the effect
that he probably made it into City
Council the first time on his family's name.

MORE ON

30-minu-

te

Gilligan Committee, reviewed their
efforts
Their group
draws from a wide base of support
including Independents and Republicans. The leadership is drawn

PHOTO!

E,

from the total community: unions.
businessmen, the agricultural station, and the College. 'This is the
first time to my knowledge," remarked Ellsworth, "that such a
homogeneous group has been put
together." This appears to be a
strong
base for future expression of issues and candidates
in the community.
The Students for Gilligan group
will play a substantial role in can

Clayton Ellsworth Jr., Chairman
of the Wayne County Citizens for

COMPLETE SETS OF SHARP COLOR

PRINTS,
AT

1

262-015-

Tuesday evening, an enthusias
tic group of 150 students and
the Jack
faculty met to kick-of- f
Gilligan for U.S. Senate campaign on the Wooster campus.
"Against All Odds," a
documentary, was shown followed
by brief explanations of the Wayne
County campaign and the ensuing
campaign by the Wooster Students
for Gilligan.

on-goin-

g

vassing and polling voters. Julialyn
Walker, Bill Spratley and Alan
linger asked students to sign up
for these and other dimensions of
the campaign, such as press and
public relations work, a secretarial
staff, a group to plan social and
fund raising functions, and an advertising and poster committee. In
addition, students volunteered to
man an information and sign-u- p
table in the Lowry Center.

Loiters To The idifor

continued from Page 2)
reason. The need for certain men cern with changing College social
tal skills in subsequent vocations rules may attract excessive attenis obvious. But beyond that lie tion. While the campus social conthe thought-demandinresponsi- text definitely bears on one's whole
bilities facing the citizen of a education, few will consider the
democratic state and an increas- absence or presence of beer in
ingly unstable world.
Lowry Center as crucial to his
learning
to deal with the momenCertain temptations lie in the
tous questions of the day.
path of such development, however. A new student union offers
Let us resolve now, at the bean atmosphere in which comfort- ginning of the
year to use most
able relaxation may lead to loss of effectively
the resources at our disGilligan's position on major isdedication. And the perennial con- - posal for
ultimate contribution not
sues such as the war, pollution,
only to the Wooster community but
race, education and the urban
to the human community.
crisis were weaved in through dialogue with citizens of all ages, and
DICK HORN
narration.

REPAIR

MAMIYA

PENTAX

Gilligan Fever Hits Campus Campaigners

Irish-Catholi-

TAPE RECORDERS

PROJECTORS
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Before you
pay a bill
twice...

Invitation
to an exclusive
Corf am Sale

HUMAN UNION
To the Editor:

If Lowry Center is to be "The
Human Union" suggested in the
editorial last week, it must allow
for spontaneity. The rigid scheduling of all meeting rooms and
small lounges will interfere with
informal gatherings. There should
be at least one small lounge which
could not be reserved by any one
group at any time. If the proposed
coffee house is to be a success, it
too should be left open.
Betsy Ridge

Jane Davison
Libby Partch

open your

Jim and Ben's
BARBER SHOP

PERSONAL
CHECKING ACCOUNT
Get safe,
ThriftiChecks before you get
hurt paying a bill twice.
Personalized ThriftiChecks
pay and prove it. They don't
make mistakes.
Pay the businesslike way-- mail
no-minimum-bala-

nce

Across from the
Buckeye Mart

ThriftiChecks.
Spend the money you save on
something else.
See us -- and stop worrying.
low-co-

Save over $4 on our most

st

The Wayne County

exclusive Corf am styles. Only $15.90

National Bank

several days only, Brenner Bros. Shoe Dept. is making available, on a special sale basis, a limited number of custom Corfram
shoes. These styles represent the finest men's shoe fashions to
be found.
For

Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER

OPEN MON. THRU SAT.
7:00-5:0-

CLOSED

0

WEDNESDAY

FDIC

If you would like a superbly designed and crafted shoe that
literally breaks itself in, keeps itself shined,
itself at
night and keeps itself dry, come to this exclusive Corfam sale.
re-sha-

pes

WOULDN'T THAT DORMITORY

There are no finer Corfam shoes than the styles Regal is making
available at this sale. You can save over $4. Stop In soon.

ROOM LOOK MUCH BETTER

Regal Shoes
From

Coast to Coast

Check our Sport Coats for Campus wear. Double breasted and

vested models. Starting as low

BRENNER BROS.

as

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
116 E. Liberty
CORFAM is DuPont's registered

Phone

trademark for
shoe upper material.

262-877-

its

WE EVEN SELL MOLDING HOOKS
TO HANG THE PANELS ON.

$24.99

6

man-mad- e

WITH CHERRY PANELING?

poromeric

X"JGfiei?

EaBmnmlbi?

OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS

(5.

